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blow rut( mottaatm 
What will you have? Rock climbing? Fishing? Backpacking? Hiking? You'll find it all in the Sawtooth 
Mountains of Idaho. Details of this area are shown on the Sawtooth topographic map, available from the 
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado. Thirty cents. 
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ah tüea U1outai guide 
By Roberts W. French 

American mountain guides? The phrase appears somewhat 

incongruous. We speak readily enough of Swiss mountain 

guides, or Austrian, or French, but seldom, if ever, of 

their American counterparts. Yet, there are such. Not many, 

to be sure; in addition to various widely scattered individ-

uals, there are two established guide services: Glenn 

Exum's in Grand Teton National Park and Dick McGowan's 

in Mount Rainier National Park. Probably no more than 

twenty or twenty-five persons work as technical mountain-

eering guides in this country. 

Compared to the hundreds in Europe, the number seems 

small, although these few serve many in the course of a 

summer. Reasons for this paucity are not hard to find. Our 

American mountain ranges are separated by great distan-

ces, often far removed from population centers; such is not 

the case in Europe. The important climbing clubs have 

their own training programs and organized trips, and thus 

their members are equivalent to guides. Some universities 

and colleges, like the University of Washington and Dart-

mouth, have climbing instruction available. There has 

never been a tradition of guiding in this country, as there 

has been in Europe. Americans like to "do it themselves." 

There are many reasons. 

Still, the guiding services do operate, and they help many 

people to enjoy the mountains. What I propose to do in this 

article and, hopefully, in one or two subsequent ones is to 

examine the workings of a guide service, in particular, the 

Exum Guide Service in the Tetons. The immediate topic 

will be the "school" activities of the Exum Guides; how 

do the professionals go about teaching a person to climb? 

The Exum Guide Service was once known as the 

Petzoldt-Exum School of American Mountaineering, as if to 

emphasize the importance that teaching has in guiding 

operations. Run for a long time by Paul Petzoldt and 

Glenn Exum in partnership, it is now managed solely by 

Glenn, still active and enthusiastic after some thirty years 

on the job and over three hundred ascents of the Grand 

Teton. The title has changed, but the school goes on; and 

if one title emphasized "school," the other emphasizes 
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"service." Both are indicative of the philosophy behind 

the guiding activities. 

The function of the Service is the same as its justifica-

tion for operating as a business within the confines of a 

National Park: it is there to help people to enjoy to the 

fullest their National Park and the opportunities that it 

offers. If they are to enjoy climbing a mountain, they 

should, Glenn Exum feels, first know something about 

what they are doing. A strong-armed guide could, if he 

wished, haul a novice up a cliff and lower him down again 

with the aid of GATO (Guide-Assisted Take-Off), leaving 

him as ignorant of climbing procedures at the end as he 

was at the beginning. Where is the enjoyment? Much better 

to show a client how it is done, thereby allowing him to do 

the climb under his own power and to share in the common 

bond of the rope as a working team member, rather than as 

an inert bundle. Second, Glenn insists that a climber be 

matched to the climb; there is little pleasure in attempting 

a climb far beyond one's capabilities, and there is con-

siderable danger. Third, a climber should be sure that he 

has the desire to climb a mountain. There are many who 

wish to have reached a summit; indeed, Beth Exum, 

Glenn's wife and manager of the office, has at times been 

offered the full fee for climbing the Grand Teton merely to 

fill out a certificate saying that the individual has made 

the climb—easy money but, of course, every offer has 

been declined. For those who wish to climb to a summit 

(the vast majority of the people who come to Glenn), the 

problem is to give them a chance to see if they will really 

nice climbing. Most have never climbed before, but they 

think they would like to; and since desire is one of the 

most important ingredients of a successful guided climb, 

these people must be given the opportunity to conform 

their inclinations: twelve thousand feet up the Grand Teton 

is no place to decide that you really didn't care much for 

climbing after all, and would just as soon start down, thank 

you. 

For all these requirements, the answer is Beginning 

Climbing School. The school is mandatory for climbers 

to page four, please 
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Above: Beth Exum, Glenn's wife, assists as manager of the office at headquarters of the Exum 

Guide Service. 

Below: Glenn Exum instructs a beginning class in the use of the rope. Classes are composed of 

people of all ages and from all walks of life. Following this lecture, students will practice climb-

ing friction pitches, belaying, and rappelling. 



with little or no experience, and often for semi-experienced 

climbers unknown to the Exum guides; since one guide 

may take as many as four clients on a moderate grade four 

route, it is well to have the party united in its methods 

and procedures. One cannot pause for instruction while 

trying to move fast up a ridge. In addition, the school ac-

complishes at least three important purposes: it permits 

the beginner to learn some of the rudiments of climbing 

technique; it allows him to see if he really cares for 

climbing; and it lets the guide look over his students so 

that they may be properly matched to any climbs they wish 

to do. 

The school costs five dollars and lasts for about eight 

hours—a fuller day than one might expect. As a client 

was heard to remark on the way back, "I don't know any-

where I could get so tired so quickly for only five dol-

lars." It is not, of course, claimed that one day at school 

will equip anybody to go off and climb by himself, and the 

guides say as much to their students. For those who wish 

more instruction, there are intermediate and advanced 

schools, each lasting a day; still, no one claims that a 

climber can be produced in three days, either. Techniques 

can be taught, but judgment and experience cannot; and 

one is valueless without the others. Still, the climber who 

takes any of the schools will learn more about climbing 

and will be better prepared because of the experience. 

Many people come to beginning school in order to be able 

to climb with a guide, but more come "for the fun of it," 

to see what climbing is like. Having been exposed only to 

the sensationalistic nonsense of movies and magazines 

(not Summit!), they are often pleasantly surprised. The 

school currciulum has been carefully worked out by Glenn 

Exum through the years, and probably it gives as complete 

a presentation of mountaineering as could be accomplished 

in a day, with the exception of snow and ice climbing. The 

Tetons, of course, are primarily a rock-climbing range, and 

the school is given at the practice rocks by Hidden Falls, 

half a mile from the boat landing at Jenny Lake and far 

from the snow. For those who want snow and ice climbing 

instruction, there is a separate school. 

Let's see what a day at beginning school involves. At 

9 a.m. the climbers cross Jenny Lake by boat and take a 

short walk up to a shaded grove. Here the guide will give 

a lecture lasting about an hour, during which the clients 

are allowed to practice certain techniques. The first re-

marks are likely to be about pace and the art of walking in 

the mountains; the advantages of the so-called "Guides' 

pace" or ("How to reach your climb without really try-

ing") are explained, and the devotees of the run-till-you-

collapse school are duly warned. Then follow a few words 

on mountaineering clothing and dressing for warmth, after 
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which the guide turns to climbing equipment—ropes, 

pitons, carabiners, slings, etc.—explaining how this gear 

is to be used. 

And how is it used? The guide explains this, too, point-

ing out that climbers generally move one at a time on the 

rock, carefully belaying each other. Belaying techniques 

are thoroughly discussed. It is stressed that climbing can 

be a safe sport, if done correctly; contrary to popular 

opinion, climbers love life and the mountains, and wish to 

live long in order to enjoy both. Here the impression too 

often left by the popular press must be corrected. A belay 

is set up on a convenient outcrop, and the guide demon-

strates how, with one hand, he cannot be pulled from his 

position, even with a number of the sturdiest members of 

the class hauling on the other end of the rope. Members of 

the class then practice belaying. The guide shows how the 

rope is taken up as the climber moves, and he instructs 

the group in the use of signals: On Belay! Climbing! 

Climb! Up Rope! Slack! ROCK! 

Friction Climbing 

When the climbing equipment was being demonstrated, 

the class learned how to coil a rope and how to tie certain 

basic knots like the bowline, the butterfly, and the fisher-

man's (Englishman's) knot. They are ready to move onto 

the rock. Tying in sixty feet apart, they move in one long 

chain, first up the trail, then across a boulder field, here 

having an opportunity to practice moving together, holding 

the rope in coils in the hand, letting it out and taking it up 

when necessary. Soon they are at the first pitch. 

It is a friction slab. Much of the climbing done at begin-

ning school is friction climbing, not because such is 

characteristic of the Tetons (it is not), but because this 

type of climbing is most advantageous for teaching good 

climbing technique. Given sufficient handholds, a novice 

can lean into the rock and somehow force his way up by 

arm strength; on friction, if body position is not right, the 

climber is likely to find himself sliding. At the first pitch 

the guide talks about proper climbing technique, demon-

strating as he speaks. He emphasizes the importance of 

using the eyes, of keeping out from the rock, of moving 

steadily, of taking short steps, of using the feet rather 

than the arms, of taking advantage of the small holds, of 

balance, rhythm and a number of other points of technique. 

He climbs to the first ledge a short distance away and 

belays the first member of the party up. 

Each person in, the group then belays the next one under 

the close supervision of the guide. Four pitches are 

climbed, each involving somewhat different techniques; 

during the course of the climb, each student does a pendu-

lum swing, his full weight on the rope (the maneuver does 



Good climbing technique 

is best learned on friction slabs, so most 

of the practice in beginning classes 

is on smooth open faces. Glenn demonstrates the 

proper position of the body, hands and feet 

in friction climbing. 

wonders for the confidence, besides serving as an intro-

duction to rappelling), and each student is instructed to 

fall. 

"Good—now fall," the guide says. 

"What?" asks the student. 

"Fall," says the guide; the student lets himself go—and 

nothing happens. The belayer easily holds him, and he 

easily gets up and starts climbing again. Confidence is 

again increased, both for belayer and climber; they know 

that the rope will not break, a fall can be held and, what's 

more, they can hold it. It can be done. 

The school invariably finishes the fourth pitch at lunch 

time; a short walk takes them to a stream, a welcome 

supply of ice water. After lunch the main order of the day 

is rappelling, and each student will do four rappels. The 

first one is done on a friction slab; it is a body rappel. 

"Hot, uncomfortable, slow, but handy to know," the  

guide will explain. "A rope and a body are all the equip-

ment needed." 

The second is a sling rappel, done at the same place. 

Time permitting, the student will twice climb back up the 

pitch he has rappelled down; if time is short, he will 

climb back once, and come up hand-over-hand on the rap-

pel rope the second time, as though he were using a fixed 

rope. Since all guided rappels are belayed, the student 

vlill have a belay coming up as well as going down. 

The final two rappels provide a grand finish to the day; 

they are the climax, and might almost be regarded as a 

graduation ceremony. The school must move to a different 

point on the practice rocks, for the last two rappels are 

free; the student goes down a slab, as before, and then 

comes to the lip of an overhang. Descending from it, he 

finds himself in the air for twenty feet before he touches 

earth again. The first time over, ones mood is likely to be 
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Summit Photo 

In an advanced class Guide Willie Unsoeld belays a student up a vertical crack. 
Careful instruction is given in all the techniques of scaling sheer walls, lay-
backs, etc. 

A comparatively easy part of the Exum Route on the Grand Teton is the Wall 
Street. Students may sign up for this ascent after one day of beginner's school. 

slightly apprehensive: "It's steep!" "What, me? —Over 

that?" Any apprehension is completely understandable, 

since backing off a cliff is a new experience, to say the 

least. However, the mood of almost everyone in regard to 

the second free rappel is enthusiastic; the students come 

running up the trail, saying that it was fun after all, that 

it wasn't so bad, and generally encouraging those who 

have yet to make their first descent. I remember one little 

girl, about twelve years old; she did a splendid job at 

school,. but what sticks in my mind is her remark to her 

mother who met her at the boat dock. 

"Mommy," she said, "it was fun. And what I liked best 

was when they pushed me off the cliff." 

A few explanations to the mother set all straight again. 

When the students have done their second rappels, school 

is all over. The ropes are coiled, and everyone walks 

down the trail to the boat landing. Once on the other side 

of Jenny Lake, the group disperses, often in fewer separ- 
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ate units than before, for many have made new friends. Al-

though they have been climbers for only a day, they have 

learned something of what it means to be united in a com-

mon effort in the mountains, and friends are made quickly 

under such circumstances. People who have climbed with 

the Exum Guide Service often correspond with each other 

and with their guides, sending pictures and telling of their 

most recent mountain trips; their backgrounds are diverse, 

and their geographical locations are far apart, and yet 

there isc  this common bond. The experience of Beth and 

Glenn Exum through the years has been that the mountains 

somehow draw the finest people to their Guide Service in 

order to learn about mountaineering; and they and the 

guides will surely agree that one of the most rewarding 

aspects of their trade lies in the opportunity to watch and 

to participate in the development of human relationships 

that takes place in the glorious surroundings of the 

Tetons. 
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What o 

Who cares, Mac? And what are snow worms anyway? 

Well most mountaineers who ever trod a glacier in North 

America ought to know—that is, if they are reasonably 

observant. Strictly rock mountaineers are in a different 

class. Their minds are on higher and harder things! 

In my early climbing days, when thoughts of making the 

summit in nothing flat obliterated all else, / didn't notice 

snow worms either. Later when a more mature companion 

pointed them out, the realization came that I'd probably 

walked over thousands without seeing them. 

Snow worms on many of the higher Oregon and Washington 

peaks occur on snowfields and the snow coverings of 

glaciers at elevations from approximately 5,000 to 8,000 

feet. They resemble tiny black ravelings and dots scat-

tered in the surface snow, similar to the bits of thread left 

on a table after the women have had a "sewing bee." The 

worms appear to surface only in warmer months of the year 

and have an amazing ability to bore down through really 

hard-packed snow slab. 

Except immediately after a new fall of snow, the snow-

fields above timberline in the Northwest are often dirty 

with windblown debris—shreds of bark, bits of moss, 

twigs, dead pine needles, dust, and fine sand. The thread-

like worms go unnoticed in all this litter unless you stoop 

down and happen to see one make a sluggish move. Also 

in the early hours of dawn, with a bitter wind shivering 

down the mountain, you have no stomach for delays to 

study inch-long nature in the raw. 
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However, if you pick one up in a pinch of snow and drop 

it on your bare palm, it will come alive with violent wrig-

gling as soon as the heat of your hand melts the snow. I 

have known girls to give up eating snow forever just at 

the sight! 

Apparently snow worms were first brought to the attention 

of the scientific world by that famous Italian mountaineer, 

the Duke of Abruzzi. The intrepid Duke was not a gent 

who did things by halves. When he began an expedition to 

an unknown mountain, he took along a small army consist-

ing of porters, professional guides, photographers, survey-

ors, naturalists, scientists, a trainload of provisions, and 

tons of the latest equipment—including the proverbial 

kitchen stove. 

When he finished "investigating" a mountain, it took 

the poor hill a couple of years to recuperate from the 

shock. 

In the summer of 1897, just as the Klondike Gold Rush 

was about to begin, the Duke set his sights on Mt. St. 

Elias—an 18,000-footer buried in glaciers on the south-

eastern edge of Alaska where it meets Yukon Territory. 

As his party began its 50-mile, hand-sledging grind from 

the coast across the huge Malaspina Glacier—somebody 

trying to hide from the voracious mosquitoes, dived into 

the snow and discovered millions of tiny worms. 

In Italy a year or so later, a Dr. Carlo Emery wrote a 

treatise in which he named this ice-inhabiting worm 



Snon) Worms Eat By John D. Scott 

Melanenchytraeus Solifugus! (Solly to you, Bud)— enough 

to stunt anything's growth! Shortly after, the Anglo-Saxon 

biologists had a go at it and shortened the first part of 

that Greek alphabet to Mesenchytraeus; but it didn't help 

the worms any. They're still only an inch long. 

Dr. Emery found the posterior of the intestines "filled 

with very fine crystalline mineral detritus, which seems to 

be the ordinary food of this worm!" Could this be similar 

to the pet ostrich that gobbled doorknobs and people's 

watches in order to grind up the really tough food it swal-

lowed? 

Later investigators, while agreeing to the presence of 

"mineral substances," insisted there were cells of vege-

table matter present and suspected that snow algae may 

have been part of the worms diet. 

All northwestern mountaineers know about "red snow." 

A boot scraped across a patch of it leaves a blood-red 

mark in its wake. It is plant life—an algae—not dust from 

red volcanic scoria, as many believe. Since snow worms 

are frequently found nearby, there may be something to the 

food theory. But so far the scientists won't say yes or no. 

In 1916, a variant of Solly from Mt. Rainier was identi-

fied by Professor Paul S. Welch, Department of Zoology, 

University of Michigan. Since then other varieties have 

been found as far south as North Sister in the central 

Oregon Cascades, but it takes a trained biologist with a 

high-powered microscope to tell the difference. Apparently 

some kinds live in snow fields that melt off in summer,  

leaving the worms to spend part of their life cycle in 

water pools or in the ground where the choice of foods is 

considerable. 

Solly, however, spends his whole life right out on the 

glacial ice where obviously the bill of fare must be woe-

fully monotonous. 

The first time I ever noticed Solly was a quarter mile up 

Humes Glacier on the east face of Mt. Olympus, Washing-

ton, at an elevation of about 7,000 feet. Adjacent crevas-

ses showed the ice to be at least 60 feet thick. The 

glacier moves only 30 to 40 feet a year, so Solly must 

have quite a ride before he gets a change of menu. 

Professor Welch puts it like this: "The question of the 

food of a worm living in such a habitat is of considerable 

interest. Obviously, the number of substances serving as 

food are extremely limited. Examination of the intestinal 

contents in the Mt. Rainier specimens yielded practically 

no definite data. A certain amount of what seems to be 

fine, angular particles is present. However, the conspic-

uous content was a more bulky material which the writer 

was unable to identify. In some respects it has the appear-

ance of partly disintegrated vegetable matter. This mater-

ial was found in every specimen examined and evidently 

represents a part of the usual food." 

So there it is. What do snow worms eat? We're all ears! 

But remember, Bud, no guesses. You'll have to prove it. 
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gligh gngle on Mt. Index 
By Eric Bjornstad 

The impressive three-summited rock peak of Mount Index 

is one of the most rugged areas in the Index group of 

Washington's west central Cascades. The base of Index, 

rising sharply above heavily timbered and bushy glacial 

valleys, was formed by a large granitic intrusion. The rock 

is dark volcanic lava cut by dikes and altered by heat 

which has made it hard and brittle. 

Easily reached within an hour's drive from Seattle, Mount 

Index has been an enjoyable climbing area for many years. 

Although bushwhacking and route finding are major prob-

lems, there are nearly a dozen climbing routes on the 

mountain. The spectacular and isolated middle peak, how-

ever, has only been climbed four times. 

The east face of the middle peak rises nearly three 

thousand feet at a high angle above Lake Serene. From its 

reflection in the water's deep blue, the first upthrust lifts 

for several hundred feet in an impressive wall that breaks 

into gigantic buttresses a thousand feet high. These but-

tresses flank the entire east face. Further up the mountain 

they divide and break into beautiful jagged towers, creat-

ing a maze of steep ribs that sweep nearly vertically up 

sharp needles and gendarmes. 

To pioneer a route up this rugged face was surely to 

present many problems, but such are the attractions which 

lead climbers into difficult, unknown terrain. Very often 

success depends upon the ability to analyze the climb, 

imagining the difficulties likely to be encountered and 

thoroughly preparing for them in individual skill, selection 

of hardware, food, water, bivouac clothing, and total 

weight of equipment. 

Thus, after as thorough a reconnaissance as possible, Ed 

and I carefully selected our tools. We chose two ropes and 

cautiously eliminated hardware until we had twenty very 

carefully chosen Chouinard chrome-alloy pitons, including 

giant angles and knife-blades and thirty aluminum cara-

biners. 

August 18th, Ed Cooper and I left the car just as the 

Eastern sky was displaying its first signs of awakening. 

Quite soon we were circling Lake Serene beneath our 

objectiNe. We paused by a spring to saturate ourselves 
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with the last fresh water we were to find for some time. 

The morning was cold and clear; the day was sure to be 

hot and dry. Unroped, we scrambled up several hundred 

feet of moderately steep slabs on the southern edge of the 

east face of the North Peak. Climbing became more diffi-

cult, exposure more important. We roped up and continued 

two hundred more feet, arriving at the impressively deep 

2,000-foot couloir between the north and middle peaks. 

This couloir is the cannon barrel for the east faces of 

both peaks. We quickly worked our way across it. Some-

what relieved, we continued our way up the rock buttress 

to its left. About five o'clock that evening, after six 

hundred feet of moderate roped climbing with some very 

difficult brushy pitches, we traversed a narrow rib that 

dropped sharply away several hundred feet on both sides. 

At the head of the rib we arrived at an overhanging step 

a hundred and forty feet high barring our way. This pitch 

proved to be quite similar to one of the difficult pitches on 

the nearby north face of Mount Baring. The rock was too 

hard and brittle for bolts. Piton cracks were scarce and 

poor. 

I anchored in, straddling the rib, as Ed laboriously 

worked his way upward on aid. One knife blade, appearing 

to be solid, shattered the rock it was being driven into and 

rattled into the abyss below. Another piton took half an 

hour to place. It was quite dark by the time the overhang 

had been won. Ed moved a few feet higher to another 

equally uncomfortable ledge and here, each to his perch, 

we tied in and bivouacked. 

Much of the night was spent adjusting and checking the 

knots we were partially hung by and sending occasional 

questioning glances toward the horizon to ease the fear of 

bad weather moving in. 

The following morning came slowly but proved to be as 

beautiful as the one before. We anxiously set out once 

again, alternating leads up exposed, but only moderately 

difficult, roped pitches. Again, there was severe brush 

fighting in places. On one of my leads up nearly vertical 

brush, a large rock came loose, quite unnoticeably from 

beneath a bush and, falling some seventy feet, landed 

squarely on Ed's head. It cracked and broke both straps of 



Photo by Ed Cooper 

The Three Peaks of Mount Index. Route on east face of Middle Peak, last of unclimbed faces on the peaks, is marked. 

Traverse to main peak is also indicated. X marks bivouacs; difficult step is just below bivouac. 

his hard hat. We were fortunate; had the rock hit his body 

there would likely have been broken bones, and a rescue 

on the middle peak would be an improbable undertaking—

on a scale of no other ever realized in Washington. 

Five hundred feet beyond our bivouac we encountered 

several giant towers threatening our way. The first three-

hundred-foot gendarme we were able to bypass on the 

right. To gain the notch on its farther side involved scal-

ing a very rotten artificial pitch (-VI). The next tower was 

passed also on its right. It involved a delicate traverse on 

a complicated ledge system spotted from below. 

Lake Serene seemed a tiny jewel thousands of feet be-

low. Early, our second afternoon, we were teasing our 

thirst on blueberries beneath the summit needles. Follow-

ing the route Ed had taken last year on his traverse, we  

dropped to the notch between the middle and main (south) 

peaks. From here we made a two hundred-foot rappel into 

the couloir to a snow patch where we satisfied our dehy-

dration before reclimbing to the notch and continuing up 

the north face of the south peak. It was here we biv-

ouacked, enjoying the last of our food and a full panorama 

of sharp, rugged mountains. Again that night we were both 

anxious about the weather. Ed and I each awoke on sep-

arate occasions and noticed a sky full of clouds. The next 

morning, however, all was quiet and clear as far as one 

could see. 

We enjoyed a summit hour late that morning on the main 

peak and then patiently commenced the long journey down. 

That afternoon marked our third day, after fifty-eight hours 

on one of the most challenging climbs I have been on. 
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ALL PERSONS PLANNING TO 
LEAVE THE ESTABLISHED TRAIL 
MUST REGISTER AT THE JENNY 
LAKE r'  RANGER STATION 

tsi) SOLO CLIMBING. 
GRAND TETON 
NATI .-1-PARK 

Summit Photos 

Mountain Climbing Regulations, Grand Teton National Park 

Our purpose is to promote good mountaineering and to prevent accidents. In pursuit of 
these aims, the following regulations have been established. 

I. Solo Climbing — No person shall climb alone on rock, snow, or ice regardless of 
location. This also means that parties must not leave one member alone at any time while 
climbing. 

Signing Out and In — Each climber must register in person at the Jenny Lake Ranger 
Station, and all parties climbing on rock, snow, or ice must sign out in person prior to 
each climb. All parties are required to sign in immediately upon return from climbs. Infor-
mation regarding climb should be entered on the back of Climbers Registration Card. If 
Station is closed, individual climbing cards are to be left in box provided. Equipment 
must be displayed when signing out. Notes left at the Registration Office do not consti-
tute a valid sign out. 

Permission to Climb — Climbing may be undertaken only with the permission of the 
Superintendent who has delegated this authority to qualified mountaineer rangers sta-
tioned at Jenny Lake. Rangers will grant or deny permission for each specific climb, after 
considering the climber's experience, equipment, and knowledge of routes. 

Leadership — The leader of any party is responsible for keeping the party within the 
above regulations. If no leader is designated, all members of party assume this responsi-
bility. No person will be permitted to join parties that have already signed out unless 
prior arrangements have been made. 

Finally, it is understood that the National Park Service assumes no responsibility 
for accidents in the mountains and that part, or all of the expense of rescue may have to 
be covered by the climbing party involved. All injuries must be reported to the Ranger 
Station immediately. 

Failure to comply with the above regulations or safe climbing practices will be 
cause to restrict persons or parties from climbing in Grand Teton National Park. All 
climbers are required to read and sign the above regulations before climbing will be 
p ermitted. 

12 SUMMIT/SEPTEMBER 1962 



Ranger at the Jenny Lake Ranger 
Station posts the required registra-
tion cards of all climbs in the 
Tetons. 
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Safety Regulations 

In the Tetons 
(Editor's Note: "The Tetons" is one of America's finest, and most popular, 
climbing areas. Climbers are asked to check in and out at the Jenny Lake 
Ranger Station and observe a few safety regulations. Yet, despite this reason-
able request, many of the accidents in the Tetons occur in parties violating the 
climbing regulations of the Park Service (see below). Like the Appalachian 
Mountain Club, we hope that all future violators will be made to assume finan-
cial responsibility for rescue efforts on their behalf. 

uNITEAD 
5-rperv5 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
NATIONAL PARK. SERVICE 

Grand 'Teton National Park 
Moose, Wyoming 

Nugust 3, 196
2  

MEMOR.NNDUM FOR THE PRESS: For Immediate Release 

GRLND TETON WTIONNL PhRIC, W 

The hppalachian Mountain Club officials 

reaffirm
ed 

$ 
full acceptance 

YOMING 
the Club' in Grand Teton 

of 

the National Park Service Re ulations on Mountain Climbin 
National Park. In a joint statement released here today by Superintennt 

de 

R. L. Bill of Grand Teton National Park and Luther M. Child, Vice-President of 
the Nppalachian Mountain Club, the Club acknowledged the serious, though unin 

- 

tentional etror, 
others. 

stat 
e expres and oth 

which resulted in some of its 
an 

not registering before 

undertaking the climb that brought death to one climber and necessitated a 

hazardous rescue of nine o 

Mx. Child's statement to the National Park Servic

sed the deep apprecia- 

tion of the efforts of the bats 
On 

Service rescue team 

ers during 

the recent rescue under adverse conditions on the Grand Teton. Mx. Child 

ed 

This rescue once again demonstrates the importance of the Service's 

registration vractices 

th public 

which have k been as 

to safeguard 

e 
. 

The hppalachian Mountain Club acn 
uccurre 

owledges responsibility for its 

failure to obsetve these regulations. This 

d through a 

understanding and was in no way a deliberate or considered attempt 

to circumvent established practices. 

Therefore, the Club has assumed financial responsibility for the 
expenditures made by the Park Service and others in the assistance 
of its party. It publicly thanks them for their heroic efforts and 

urges both the Club's members and the public to assist wherever 
possible in promoting safety in the mountains by observing all 

regulations that contribute to this end. 

In accepting the Club's statement Superintendent B 

apprecia
tion  

ill expressed 

for the forthright position taken by the Club in acknowledgment of its respon-
sibility. Mr. Bill stressed the importance of cateful compliance with climbing 

regulations. "These, as with all other National Park Service regulations, are 
designed and intended to provide a maximum of safety to Park visitors without 
unnecessary restriction on their enjoyment and use of the Park' , Mr. Bill said. 

Mr. Child, together with Mr. hndrew Fielding and Mr. Frank Lewis, all of the 

13 

Nppalachian Mountain Club, expressed their deep personal gratitude for the work 

of the National Park Service and volunteer rescue team. 



Oregon State Highway Photo 
The Three Sisters from Scott Lake 

in central Oregon. The Three Sisters peaks are 

all over 10,000 feet, and recall ancient 

days when volcanoes were active throughout the 

length of the Cascade mountains. 
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Friendly and everywhere readily accessible, Oregon's 

Cascade Range perhaps offers you the richest and most 

varied fare of any mountains in the Far West. It is, in fact, 

an outdoor playground of vast extent and pure delight. 

Stretching north and south for 260 miles, from the Columbia 

River to the California line, the range consists of a broad, 

deeply eroded plateau, a mile high. At intervals along the 

axis rises an impressive row of isolated, dormant volcan-

oes, streaked by snow and streaming with glaciers. Cover-

ing an area about equal to the state of Maryland, this de-

lectable mountain country contains some of our greatest 

remaining forests, our fairest alpine meadows, our grandest 

peaks and, scattered from one end to the other, are spark-

ling blue lakes as beautiful as any in the world. 

Alluring indeed are the Cascades' lakes. There are 

literally hundreds of them, varying in size from timberline 

tarns to forest-bordered expanses of water six miles long. 

Many of them provide top-notch fishing for trout and bass, 

sandy bathing beaches, and excellent campgrounds. The 

Oregon Cascades are crossed by seven paved highways 

and a railroad, and hundreds of miles of fair to good dirt 

roads traverse the range and penetrate to the remotest 

spots. 

The lakes of the Oregon Cascades are rather loosely 

concentrated in three groups—southern, central, and 

northern. Principal representatives of the southern group 

are Lake of the Woods and Diamond. Between them is 

unique Crater Lake, so different from all the others as to 

be in a class by itself. 

Lake of the Woods is a delightful body of water, 21/2  miles 

long, situated at an elevation of 5,000 feet among rolling 

pine forests. Particularly striking is the gracefully pointed 

volcanic cone of Mount McLaughlin, rising northwest of 

the lake to an altitude of 9,510 feet. Lake of the Woods is 

reached by a 34-mile scenic paved road from Klamath 

Falls, on the east. Nearby are other good lake and stream 

fishing waters, and trail trips may be made to the top of 

Mount McLaughlin and into the rugged, 23,000-acre Moun-

tain Lakes Wild Area. 

In Umpqua National Forest, six miles north of Crater 

Lake National Park boundary, is Diamond Lake. This is a  

handsome, forest-fringed sheet of water, 31/2  miles long and 

11/2  miles wide, cradled between needle-sharp Mount 

Thielson, 9,178 feet, on the east, and the rounded bulk of 

Mount Bailey, 8,356 feet, to the west. Diamond is famed 

for its trout fishing, as is the turbulant, foam-flecked upper 

Rogue River, a few miles southwest on the highway to 

Medford. Beguiling dirt roads wander northward into the 

mountains, while foot- and horse-trails lead in all direc-

tions to lofty summits, alpine forests and flower-spread 

timberline parks. 
Central Cascades 

The lakes of the central group are the largest and most 

extensive in the Oregon Cascades. For a distance of sixty 

miles along both sides of the divide are scattered a dozen 

sizeable bodies of water, ranging in length from one to six 

miles, and there are scores of smaller ones tucked away 

in the green folds of the mountains. The myriads of lakes 

are surrounded by magnificent stands of pine, fir, cedar 

and hemlock, rushing streams, waterfalls, mountain mead-

ows and soaring peaks. 

Located just under 5,000 feet elevation on the east side 

of the crest are Odell and Crescent Lakes, four miles 

apart. Among the larger nearby lakes, accessible by fair 

dirt roads, are Summit, Davis, Cultus and Little Cultus, as 

well as artificial Wickiup and Crane Prairie reservoirs. 

But perhaps the most enchanting of all is remote, wilder-

ness Waldo Lake, 5,410 feet, near the divide on the west 

slope. It is a shimmering sheet of blue, 6 miles long and 

21/2  miles wide, outlined in bays and wooded promontories, 

and backed by the distant snowy summits of Mount Jeffer-

son, the Three Sisters, and Diamond Peak. The last, 8,750 

feet, a bulky, much-eroded volcano, dominates the area 

and boasts the southernmost glacier in the Oregon Cas-

cades. Accessible only by trail, Waldo is greatly beloved 

by outdoor enthusiasts, who are urging the Forest Service 

to leave the lake and its surroundings in a natural, road-

less condition, undisturbed by human development. 

Further north stand the trio of ancient fire mountains 

called the Three Sisters. All more than 10,000 feet high, 

their upper slopes are white-streaked with glaciers, and 

around their flanks is a fascinating sub-alpine realm of 

of the Oregon Cascades By Weldon F. Heald 
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Oregon State Highway Photo 

Blue Lake nestles in a setting of green forests beneath central Oregon's Mount Washington. Near the summit of the 

Cascade Mountains, Blue Lake is located a few miles west of Suttle Lake on U.S. Highway 20. 

forests, lakes, streams, parks and remarkable evidences of 

recent volcanic activity. The three mountains and an ex-

tensive 30-mile stretch of the Cascade crest to the south 

is within the huge 200,000-acre Three Sisters Wilderness 

Area, containing some of the finest high country in Oregon. 

Guides and packers are available for trail trips. 

A few miles north the range, is crossed by the famous 

McKenzie River Highway, which passes high-perched 

Scott Lake, with its improved campground and much-

photographed reflection of the snow peaks. Then from 

Bend, on the east side, a group of lakes south of the 
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Three Sisters may be visited on. the Century Drive, a 

191eidoscopic, hundred-mile mountain loop. Largest of 

these are Sparks and Elk lakes. 

The next crossover north is U.S. 20 over Santium Pass. 

The road traverses an area of forests and lakes, broken by 

hardened streams of black lava covering thousands of 

acres. Curious Clear Lake was dammed by a lava flow so 

recently that submerged tree trunks may still be seen. On 

the west slope 'State 22 branches north and follows down 

the North Santium River past Mount Jefferson. Rising to an 

altitude of 10,495 feet, this shining, glaciered peak is 



Oregon State Highway Photo 

South Sister Mountain dominates the view from Flk Lake, 35 miles west of Bend, Oregon. 

Oregon's second highest peak and is centered in a superb 

Primitive Area of 86,700 acres. 

Just north, in Mount Hood National Forest, is the north-

ernmost group of lakes—a cluster of more than a hundred. 

These are reached by the graded Oregon Skyline Road, 

which winds along the broad, forested Cascade divide 

northward to Mount Hood, 66 Miles. Among them are charm-

ing little Breitenbush Lake, backed by the sharp-pointed 

crest of Mount Jefferson; and Olallie Lake, 4,936 feet. The 

trail to nearby Olallie Butte, 7,210 feet, is well worth 

taking for the breathtaking summit panorama over the lake  

basin, the northern Cascades, and large portions of eastern 

and western Oregon. 

Lake exploring in the Cascades can be charted with 

regulation road maps. They show all the larger lakes. But 

the best way to hunt the smaller, secluded ones is with 

the maps of the five national forests. Armed with these you 

can discover a delightful, little-known lake and linger on 

its shores for a week, or scout out a half-dozen new ones 

every day. Either makes a rewarding outdoor vacation 

which is a little different from the usual tour of the 

crowded, well-publicized Western high spots. 
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ALASKA 

Mountaineering Club of Alaska. Sec. Marjorie Prescott, 

Box 119, Anchorage. Scree. Ed., Gwynneth Wilson, 1215 

8th Ave., Anchorage, Alaska. 

CALIFORNIA 

Bruin Mountaineers, 402 Westwood Blvd., Los Angeles 

24, California. 

Ramblers, Inc., 2116 Layton St., Pasadena 7, California. 

Ramblings, $1.00 per year. 

Sierra Club, 1050 Mills Tower, San Francisco 4, Calif-

ornia. Sierra Club Bulletin, monthly except April, July, and 
August, $3.00 per year. 

Sierra Club, Angeles Chapter, 704 Philharmonic Bldg., 

427 W. Fifth St., Los Angeles 13, California. Southern 

Sierran, $1.00 per year. 

Sierra Club Chapters also located in Riverside, San 

Diego, Bakersfield, Santa Barbara, Saratoga, Sacramento, 

Fresno, Santa Rosa, as well as Chicago, Illinois, New 

York, Portland, Oregon, and Nevada. 

COLORADO 

Colorado Mountain Club, 1400 Josephine St., Denver 6, 

Colo. Trail and Timberline. $3.00 per year. 

Rock Climbing Section, Denver Group, Colorado Mountain 

Club. The Tiger. 

Rocky Mountain Rescue Group, P.O. Box 45, Boulder, 

Colo. Newsletter. Ed. Ed. Anderson. 

CONNECTICUT 

Yale Mountaineering Club, Yale Mountaineering Club 

Journal. Ed. Philip Ritterbush, 110 Oak St., Laconia, N.H. 

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, Mountaineering Com-

mittee, Chm. Ed Worrell, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., 

Washington 6, D.C. up Rope. Ed. Hardy Hargreaves. 

Potomac Appalachian Trail Club Bulletin, Quarterly, $2 

per year, 50 cents per copy. 

IDAHO 

Idaho Alpine Club, P.O. Box 2885, Idaho Falls, Idaho. 

Idaho Alpine Bulletin. 

ILLINOIS 

American Youth Hostels, Inc., Metropolitan Chicago 

Council, 2210 N. Clark St., Chicago 14, Illinois. Byways. 

$1.00. 

Chicago Mountaineering Club, Sec. Millie Allott, 8221/2  

Forest, Evanston, Ill. Newsletter. Ed. Frances A. Mullen. 

1350 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago 10., Illinois. $3.00. 

Great Lakes Chapter, Sierra Club. Sec. Jane Waltz, 2819 

Lake St., Wilmette, Ill. Great Lakes Sierran. Ed. Ruth Kay, 

2002 Devon, Chicago 45, Ill. $1.50. 

The Prairie Club. Exec. Sec. Hazel G. Joy, 38 S. Dear-

born, Chicago 3, Ill. Prairie Club.Bulletin. $3.00 per year. 

Ed. Irving G. Moore. 

Mountaineering 
IOWA 

Iowa Mountaineers. Sec. Joan Cox, P.O. Box 163, Iowa 

City, Iowa. Iowa Climber. $3.00 per year. Ed. John Ebert, 

30 Prospect Pl, Iowa City, Iowa. 

MARYLAND 

Mountain Club of Maryland, 5211 Old Frederick Rd., Balt-

imore 29, Md. Bulletin. Ed. W. Paul Hicks, 106 W. Madison 

St.;  Baltimore 1, Maryland. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Appalachian Mountain Club, 5 Joy St., Boston 8, Mass. 

Appalachia. Ed. Marjorie Hurd. 

MIT Outing Club, Walker Memorial 306, MIT, Cambridge, 

Mass. Gnarmpfsk. Ed. William Frangos. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Dartmouth Mountaineering Club, 23 Robinson Hall, 

Hanover, N.H. Dartmouth Mountaineering Club Journal. 

$2.00 per copy. 

Exeter Mountaineering Club, 153 High St., Exeter, N.H. 

Exeter Mountaineering. (not current) Robert H. Bates, 153 

High St., Exeter, N.H. 

Randolph Mountain Club. Sec. Mrs. Alfred Joensson, 

Randolph, N.H., or 103 Knollwood Dr., Fayetteville, N.Y. 

Randolph Paths. 

NEW JERSEY 

Princeton Outing Club. Pres. Roger Wiegand, 3A Camp-

bell Hall, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 

NEW MEXICO 

Los Alamos Mountaineers. Sec. Kaye Johnson, 3803 God, 

Apt. 3, Los Alamos, New Mexico. No journal. 

NEW YORK 

Adirondack Mountain Club, Gabriels, N.Y. Ad-i-ron-dac. 

$2.00 per year. Ed. Dr. Edgar B. Nixon, R.D. 2, Rhinebeck, 

N.Y. Exec. Sec. P.F. Loope, Gabriels, N.Y. 

American Alpine Club, 113 E. 90th St., New York 28, N.Y. 

American Alpine Journal. $3.00 per issue. 

OREGON 

Chemeketans, 3601/2  State St., Salem, Oregon. The 

Chemeketan. $1.00 per year. Ed. Frances S. McDuffee, 950 

N. Ivy St., Canby, Oregon. P.O. Box 386. 

Mazamas, 909 N.W. 19th St., Portland 9, Oregon. Mazama. 

Annual $2.00, monthly bulletins $1.50 per year. 

Obsidians, Inc., P.O. Box 322, Eugene, Oregon. Obsidzan 

Bulletin. $2.00 per year. 
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Clubs and their Publications Compiled by Dr. Frances A. Mullen 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Penn State Outing Club, Rock Climbing Division, c/o Dr. 

T. Smyth, Frear Lab., University Park, Penn. Alpenhorn. 

Pittsburgh Climbers. Sec. J.C. Alexander, 4217 Green-

ridge Rd., Pittsburgh 34, Penna. Social Climber. Ed. Ellen 

Yolton, 247 Gulf Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Penn. $1.00 per yr. 

Explorer's Club of Pittsburgh. Secretary, Jim Wolf, 3245 

Beechwood Blvd., Pittsburgh 17, Penn. The Explorer. 

TENNESSEE 

Smoky Mountains Hiking Club, Box 1454, Knoxville 1, 

Tenn. Handbook. $1.00. 

VERMONT 

Green Mountain Club, Inc., Sec. Minerva Hinchey, 108 

Merchants Row, Rutland, Vermont. Long Trail News. 

WASHINGTON 

Cascadians, P.O. Box 1526, Yakima, Washington. The 

Cascadian. Ed. Hal Foss, 6504 Apple View Rd., Yakima, 

Washington. 

Hobnailers, Inc., P.O. Box 1074, Spokane 10, Wash. Sec. 

Luez Craney. Traildust. 

Inter-Mountain Alpine Club. Sec. R. P. Ringle, P.O. Box 

505, Richland, Wash. Yodeler. Ed. Warren V. DeMier, 367 

Cottonwood, Richland, Wash. $1.00 per year. 

Klahhane Club, P.O. Box 494, Port Angeles, Washington. 

Bulletin. Ed. Doris Stuart, 422 S. Cherry, Port Angeles, 

Wash. 

Mountaineers, P.O. Box 122, Seattle 11, Wash. The 

Mountaineer. $3.00 per year. 

Spokane Mountaineers, Inc. Sec. Betty First, P.O. Box 

1013, Spokane, Wash. Peaks and Valleys, $1.00 per year. 

Ed. William C. Fix. Club Address. 

WISCONSIN 

Wisconsin Hoofers. Pres. Torgie Torgerson, 1906 Birge 

Terr., Madison, Wis. Hoof Prints. Not current. 

WYOMING 

Wyoming Mountaineers. Sec. Bent J. Pouttu, 828 S. Oak 

St., Casper Wyoming. 

AFRICA 

Mountain Club of Uganda, P.O. Box 2927, Kampala, 

Uganda, British East Africa'. 

AUSTRIA 

Austrian Alpine Club, London office, 26 Old Bond Street, 

London W. 1, England. Mitteilungen des Osterreichischen 

Alpenvereins, Innsbruck. 

CANADA 

Alpine Club of Canada. Sec.-Treas. W. C. Ledingham, 

2974 W. 28th Ave., Vancouver 8, B.C. Canadian Alpine 

Journal. Ed. Mrs. Don Munday, 373 Tempe Crescent, N. 

Vancouver, B.C. Sections in Victoria, Vancouver, Calgary, 

Edmonton, Winnipeg, Montreal, Toronto, New York, Mid-

west, U.S.A. 

Skyline Trail Hikers of the Canadian Rockies. Sec.-

Treas. Graham Nichols, Rm. 294, Windsor Sta., Montreal, 

Quebec, Canada. The Skyline Trail. 

The British Columbia Mountaineering Club, P.O. Box 

2674, Vancouver, B.C. The B. C. Mountaineer. Monthly 

$1.50 per year. 

MEXICO 

Club de Exploraciones de Mexico, A.C. Honorary Pres. 

Otis McAllister. Juan A. Mateos N. 146, Mexico City, 

Mexico. Apdo. Postal 10134. La Montana (journal) and 

Programa de Excursiones (quarterly). Edited by Dr. H. 

Guzman Paredo, Mexico, D.F. Also journal Alud. 

GREAT BRITAIN 

Alpine Club. Sec. J. H. Emlyn Jones. MBE. 74 S. Audley 

St., London W.1, England. The Alpine Journal. 

British Mountaineering Council. Mountaineering. Ed. D. 

Aldridge, 40 Crystal Rd., London, S.E. 22, England. Con-

tains list of 78 local clubs which are members of the 

Council. 

CHA Summer Holidays, 141 Drummond St., London NW 1, 

England. 

Fell Rock Climbing Club of the English Lake District. 

C.S. Tilly, Park House, Greatham, Co. Durham, England. 

The Journal of the Fell and Rock Climbing Club. 

Holiday Fellowship, 142 Great North Way, Hendon, 

London NW 4, England. 

Mountaineering Association, 102A Westbourne Grove, 

London W.2, England. Mountain Craft. 4 issues per year. 

$1.50. 

Ramblers Association, 48 Park Road, London N.W. 2, 

England. The Rucksack. 

ITALY 

Club Alpino Italiano, Milano, Via Ugo Foscolo 3. Guida 

dei Monti D'Italia. (A series of climber's guides), Da 

Rifugio a Rifugio. (A series of walkers' guides.) 

SWITZ ERL AND 

Swiss Alpine Club (Schweizer Alpen-Club) Club Alpin 

Suisse, Zurich. Postcheck VIII/33218. Journal published 

in French, German, and Italian. 
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Ah, to be but a youngster again, to share and be an 
integral part of every memorable, momentous ascent. To 
hear the hearty laughter of mountain men. . . the casual 

banter and amusing barbs, the tedious dissertations on 

routes and remedies, and the witty pseduo-mournfulness of 
the chronic complainer as he rambles from rhyme to reason 

in his intricately woven tale recounting to all who will pay 

him heed, why he shouldn't be along this trip, or on any of 
the others for that matter. What an eternity of memories 

march silently by in the trophy room of my thoughts, pass-
ing in review and obediently dressing right at the soft, 

scarcely audible command—remember? 

The shop was strangely quiet as I stood at mute atten-
tion in the orderly woodrack of Otto the craftsman while he 
mulled and pondered the selection of his next shaft. The 
soft gray haze from his ancient briar curled gently about 

his craggy head and behind his old fashioned spectacles, 

kind but critical blue eyes took in every minute facet of 
the finest woods of God's creation. Finally, after a life-

time of tongue-clicking and allied muttering, he cautiously 
sent forward an advance guard of four fingers, topped by an 

enormous thumb, and gently withdrew me for a closer 

inspection. 

"No cracks undt no splits. . . Um. . . true. . . yes, very 

true. . . I tink you make a fine axe." With this decision 

behind him he laid me on his work table, sat comfortably 

down on his stool and began sharpening his tools, humming 

softly to himself, truly a man happy in his chosen work and 

at peace with the world. I marveled at his craftsmanship 
—old world style—no wasted motion, and every move 

calculated to produce the desired result. After the initial 
cutting and shaping I was soon spinning dizzily on an 
early vintage lathe as practiced hands, and watchful eyes 
guided me carefully through the maze of seemingly endless 
operations necessary in turning out a tool that one day 

might possibly save a man's life. 

Finally, I was laid aside, and the old gentleman began 
working with my other components, starting first with 
nothing but a block of solid steel which he heated, "but 

not too hot," hammered, and actually sculptured into a 
thing of grace and shining beauty, with adze and pick 
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carefully balanced to utter perfection. . . a head any shaft 
would be proud to own. This completed, he took a smaller 

piece of metal, and as he had done before, carefully fash-
ioned my piece de resistance, in the form of a spear-sharp 
silver spike. The anticipation was almost overwhelming as 
the assembly began, and I could tell by the gleam in old 

Otto's eye that I would be no ordinary Ice Axe. After end-
less hours of loving, gentle rubdowns with strong Carbor-

undums and fine oils I was ready for the final touch which 
soon came in the form of a magnificent sheer white 

bleached leather sling which he slipped onto my shaft and 

anchored with a gleaming sling stop. 

Holding me at arms length, just at my balance point, the 
old fellow tested every angle and position till he assured 

himself that he could do no better, and then, and only then, 
carried me to the front of his little shop where he hung me 

in a prominent position of honor, while he muttered some-
thing to himself about how he "hoped a real climber would 

purchase this one." 

His wish soon came true, and before evening I was the 

proud possession of a bronzed young American who would, 
with my help, in time exceed old Otto's wildest expecta-

tion i in regards to climbing ability. How long has it been 

now? Twenty. . . thirty years? How many ropes? Five. .. 
ten. . . manilla in the early days, then nylon. . . worn as 
I, too, am worn from the searing pain of a thousand thrill-

ing belays, the chilling effects of endless Sierra storms, 

and a myriad of global glacier adventures. Matterhorn, 
Mount Blanc, Jungfrau, the Canadian Rockies, the names 
are legion. . . all have felt the sharp bite of my spike in 

all icy traverse, or the brutal power of my pick in the shock 
of a self arrest. Buried head deep in snow I've held a 
bivouac tent on a wind-whipped wilderness winter's night, 
and many times acted as the equalizer in the jumping of 

a gaping crevasse. 

How the years have fled swiftly by until now my once 
young climber seems to be tiring of the vast vertical 
pitches on the North face of life and, I, like my other 
"partners in climb," as it were, have been relegated to 
virtual inactivity. We have been suspended from the pegs 
of obscurity, embedded in an artificial slope of plaster 



SPORT CHALET 

Ott LAit e CP b By David L. Evans 

and pine above a talus slide of ancient hedge clippers, 

artistic empty bottles, cascading year-old newspapers, and 

a hodge-podge of other bits and pieces that clutter the 

back canyons of busy urban life. Gone are the lazy sunny 

trail days where I bobbed comfortably to and fro, strapped 

to a bulging rucksack. Missing, too, are those exciting 

winter trips to that familiar stool before the fireplace 

where I received tender ministrations of soothing linseed 

oil to heal the bruises, nicks and scratches of an active 

season. Seemingly long past also are the short, sharp 

strokes that sent me sinking into the blue-white ice, cut- 

ting steps through a lifetime of carefree climbing. 

But wait! What's that noise? The door is opening—it's 

him. I wonder what he wants; probably has to mow the 

lawn or something. What's that he's reaching for? Not that 

old rucksack? Boots, rope, slings, hardware—say this 

looks serious! He's coming my way now, reaching out as 

Otto did so long ago. . . "Well, old timer," he said, as he 

lifted me gently from the wall, "I'll certainly need your 

help again." And as we headed for the car, I soon realized 

that my earlier fears were quite groundless. . . and that 

there always would be one more climb. 

951 FOOTHILL BLVD., P.O. BOX 186 
LA CANADA, CALIFORNIA 

END OF SEASON SPECIALS 

FOR SUMMIT READERS 

$9,95 
Aschenbrenner Ice Axe, "Guide" 
model (curved blade) with glide 
ring and hand strap. State size you 
want or your height when ordering. 
12Y2-inch head. 

$7.95 

Nylon Shortie Air Matress. Quality 
domestic brand. Guaranteed. Weighs 
only 29 ounces; 48 inches long; 24 
inches wide inflated. Black color. 

$10.95 

Austrian Kletterschuhe. One of the 
most popular Austrian makes, in 

tough grey suede, with genuine 
"Marvia Innsbrucker Klettersohle." 

State your street size when order-
ing; send foot outline wearing sox. 

Postpaid to anywhere in the U.S. California Residents add 4% Sales Tax. Ask for free catalog. 
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Enhance the Pleasure 

of 

Every Outing 

with the Best Equipment 

from 

Boulder • Colorado 
(catalog on request) 

See Holubar Equipment at 
Highland Outfitters 

8th & Orange, Riverside, California 

Scouts-Camper s-Fishermen-Hunter s 
Backpacker s-Mountaineers-Climber s 

BASIC 
MOUNTAINEERING 

The only book of its kind, 
designed to provide the basic 

knowledge necessary to travel 
safely in the mountains and the 
desert. Presented in a concise, 
illustrated, highly readable form. 

$2. 00 a copy-or quantity rates. 

Sierra Club, San Diego Chapter g 
P. 0. B. 525 San Diego, California 

APPALACHIAN OUTFITTERS 

Lightweight Camp and Trail 

Equipment. Expedition Foods. 

Send for Catalogue 

636 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

Taking baby is easy with , 
9eit, featherlight 
KIDDIE CARRIERS 

Cadillac of carriers. Exclu-
sive Gerry features. One 
piece piggy back frame. Ad-
justable seat (cargo goes 
under it). Weighs 24 ozs! 
Use as car seat and high 
chair, too. 
Priced at only $14.95 
Car Seat Adapter $1.98 

You Bet 

And a Dandy! 

Aluminum Hel iarc Welded Frame — Rump Pad — Flap Cover — Cover Straps 

16 ounces 

Bottom Zippered 
Pocket 

Order Direct 
from this Ad 

ONLY 
$19.50 

1.95  excise 

$21.45 total 

Washington residents 
add 4% sales tax 

Budd Davis Packs 1150 No. 205th St., Seattle 33; Wash. 

See the Century 21 Fair April 21st to October 21st. 

Adjustable • 
Shoulder Straps 

All Top Quality 
Materials 

Our Usual 
Guarantee 

— Your Satisfaction 
A Must 

Order Early! 

Books on mountains, 0.. 
v) 0 mountaineering, history of 

t)  California and the West, plus other 

V) NG specialties. Single books and 
3 0 libraries purchased. 
.1 0 
0 02 550 S. Figueroa Street 

Los Angeles 17, California 

You: 
Dear Editor: 

On August 19, Merl Beck and a com-
panion were returning from an overnight 
backpack into the Moose Lake area of 
Sequoia National Park. They traversed 
the south slopes of Alta Peak (USGS 
15' quadrangle Triple Divide Peak) vir-
tually' on the 10,000-foot contour and 
just above the higher trail. While toiling 
through a maze of large blocks on a 
talus slope, they found themselves 
confronted with a pair of rattlesnakes. 
According to Beck, the snakes were 
31/2  feet in length, about 2 inches in 
greatest diameter, and were darker in 
color and less strikingly marked than 
the common diamondback rattler. The 
men were momentarily stunned at mak-
ing the relatively high-altitude find. Al-
though rattles were observed, there was 
no warning. The snakes soon disap-
peared into crevices between talus 
blocks. 

Conditions were favorable. The south-
ern Sierra high country has become 
warm and dry at last, after a late, wet 
spring. The south slopes of Alta Peak 
(11,204 feet) fall away uninterrupted 
some 6,500 feet into the hot, brushy 
canyon of the Middle Fork of the 
Kaweah River, where the snakes prob-
ably originated. There is essentially no 
human or domestic animal penetration 
into the immediate area to disturb the 
ascending snakes, with the exception of 
the two east-west trails. 

For research purposes, I would like to 
ask any Summit reader who can docu-
ment an authentic occurrence of rattle-
snakes at or above 10,000 feet anywhere 

Other carriers $4.98 -$14.95 • Free Folder 
Postage Included • Satisfaction Guaranteed 

 • • • 9e4W,  2""efa4  
Box 998 Boulder, Colo. 
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Where Experts 
Come 

4_, to Buy 
Join this 25-year-old sportsmen's 
cooperative whose members include 
mountaineers, professional guides, 
campers, skiers, skin divers, sports-
men and scout leaders. Domestic 
and imported articles carefully 

screened and tested before they are offered. 
You enjoy low co-op prices and profit-sharing 
plan. Write for catalog. 

THE INCOMPARABLE 

for illustrated 
brochure, please write: 

A. I. KELTY MFG. CO. 

1807 VICTORY BOULEVARD 

P.O. BOX 3453 

GLENDALE 1, CALIFORNIA 

New Limmer Custom made climbing boot 

One seam construction on upper makes 

for strength, comfort and water proof ness 

Leather lined throughout 

Foam padding on top of upper 

Double stitched, and soles are cemented 

and screwed on 

Our boots have served well in all parts 

of the world, and were chosen to be 

exhibited in Moscow 

Write for measuring directions 

Guaranteed satisfactory fit 

Price $32.50 plus postage 
PETER LIMMER AND SONS 

Intervale, New Hampshire 

HIGH WORLDS of the Mountain Climber 

Photos by BOB & IRA SPRING 

Delightful text by Mountaineer HARVEY MANNING 

All the color, life and character in conquest of our 

Western Mountains with 142 giant pages of dramatic 

Spring-twin photographs in color and black and 

white: rock spires, ice-scopes, action and people. 

Fireside climbing for the mountaineer or dreamer. 

Autographed $10.00 postpaid 

The Springs 

18809 Olympic View Drive, Edmonds;  Washington 

Trailblazer p.o. box 1 highlands, n.c. 

TRAILBLAZER BACKPACKER 

2-man pup tent 

architect designed 

2 pounds 12 ounces 

sewn-in groundcloth 

zippered mosquito netting 

lightweight egyptian cotton 

aluminum front pole 

$44.75 postpaid U.S.A. 

backpack, mountain and camp equipment 

Letters 
in the mountains of western United 
States to forward the details to me, not-
ing particularly time (hour, day, month) 
of observation, the reaction of the rep-

tile(s), surroundings, and direction of 
exposure to the sun, accurate geograph-
ic location, and any special circumstan-

ces involved. 
John L. Harper 
4800 Birdie Lane 
Oildale, California 

Dear Editor: 
Re: Kings Canyon National Park, Aug-

issue of Summit. Since when is building 

a road into a primitive area considered 

"making areas available for the use and 
pleasure of all people?" When they put 

a road into a primitive area, they are re-

moving it as a worthwhile place to go. 

Every summer my scouts enjoy a pack 

trip into the back country of Kings Can-
yon Park. It has been my experience 
that the farther we get from civilization 

the more our boys enjoy it. They make 

much better men for having the experi-

ence of learning to stand up on their 

own two feet without all the "frills" of 

civilization. 
True, there are some people who can-

not get into the wilderness, but the 
vast majority have the ability to make it 

up the trail with a pack on their back if 
they weren't too lazy to get into the 

physical condition required for such 

trips. Such lazy people don't deserve 

to view the primitive country as God 

made it. . . consider this a vote to keep 

Kings Canyon National Park completely 

without roads. 
John C. Boyd 

Riverside, Calif.  

'Reeeteatiootae ereiitioteat ?He.. 
DEPT. S 

523 PIKE ST., SEATTLE 1, WASH. 
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LIGHTWEIGHT TENTS — many models 
used throughout the world and supplied 

by famous THOMAS BLACK & SONS 

of scotland 

 the "GOOD COMPANIONS" 

full line of lightweight down sleeping bags • 

Summer Store Hours until September 1: Weekdays (except 
Mondays) 10 A.M. to 4 P.M. & 7 to 9 P.M. Saturdays 9 A.M. 
to 4 P.M. only. 3593 8th St. (Upstairs). Tel. OV 3-7414. 

write for free information 

The Mighty One By Michael W. Borghoff 

Dominating, dominating, ever master of the horizon: 
Rainier. 
Snow and loose volcanic rock, great distances, immensity: 
Rainier. 
Storm and fury, eternal ice, height beyond comprehension 
when seen above the valleys: 
Rainier! 

Tacoma, the Mighty One! Master of the secrets 
of a hundred glaciers: 
Sullen gatherer of the Pacific's winter storms: 
Summer guardian of a billion alpine flowers, 
their myriad ecstacies. 

Unmatched segment of this beloved earth, yes! 
A revelation to the jaded wanderer, 
a frozen beacon to the high world, the wild life, 
strange freedom. 

0 mountain. 

See: cloud obliterates the horizon, 
extending to ten thousand feet. Then: 
Then, 0 incredibly, the sight of another world, 
piling upward from the clouds. 
This: a domed summit, flawless. 

Then this: wind-compacted snow, 
a frozen turbulent sea. 
Then sunset on the winter snow, 
spiraling ghosts of spindrift, 
tinted copper beyond belief. 
Frozen warmth: delicate, clean and harsh. 

You, microscopic human: your breath encounters 
an alien world with every upward step. 
Struggle, little one! 
You are a stranger here, alone in winter wilderness, 
carrying life into winter lifelessness. 

Carry your joy and hunger, 
though each breath be a weary weight. 
Lean on your ice ax; bowed, you are far from beaten. 
Here is an antagonist with whom you may grapple: 
Winter wind. 
Battered, buffeted, balclava wildly flapping, 
you taste transcendency. 

And know. There, by that winter serac: know. 

Across the neve, down, 0 deep immensity, 
is the world of swarming men. 
There: down below the Cascade crest, 
The cascade crest below you. 

But upward: a howling, scintillating 
swirl of spindrift 
violently stripped by savage wind. 
The way is closed. 
Beyond twelve thousand feet, 
The Mighty One says: No. 

One last reluctant look 
above, 
then look into yourself. 

And see the summit. 
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... a Gerry Himalayan Jacket 

BECAUSE IT'S THERE!" 

says A. Yeti, silent member of numerous Himalayan Expeditions. 

(he's smiling) 

Gerry down insulated jackets are there wherever mountaineers want the finest in warm, light weight clothing. 

Write for free catalog. 

Dept. 13, P.O. Box 910 

Boulder, Colorado 




